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The International Energy Agency (IEA) on December 14 
released its latest Medium-Term Coal Market Report (cover-
ing 2011 to 2016), with a first-ever forecast on prospects for 
commercialization of underground coal gasification (UCG).

The synthesis gas (syngas) from UCG potentially could be 
converted to Fischer-Tropsch diesel and kero-jet fuel, while 
byproduct carbon dioxide (CO2) might be stored in the same 
caverns created by the UCG process – thus potentially mak-
ing CTL fuel from UCG a relatively “low carbon” alternative 
to conventional crude oil refining.

“The next five years will be crucial for UCG,” according 
to the IEA report. “If pilot projects are successful, [then] it 
is likely that there will be scale-up to demonstration scale.”

The report notes that UCG was first developed in the for-
mer Soviet Union, with more than 50 years of industrial devel-
opment there. The U.S. Department of Energy also sponsored 
UCG tests between 1973 and 1989, the report notes.

Australia, the United Kingdom, Spain and, more recently, 
South Africa and China have also been exploring UCG, the 
report notes.

“Advances in direction drilling, better methods of ignition 
control and a better appreciation of environmental protection 
needs have moved this technology to successful pilot scale 
operations in several countries,” according to the report.

“The largest pilot-scale plant is at Majuba in South Africa. 
Operational for four years, 35 kilotons of coal have been 
gasified, producing 132 million cubic meters of [synthesis] 
gas with a heating value of 4.2 megaJoules per cubic meter. 
The average gasification efficiency is 72% and the gas pro-
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Dear subscriber: Diesel Fuel News is published 48 times per year, and so this 
issue (number 48) is our last issue for 2011. We are now on year-end holidays.

As a result, there won’t be an issue for December 26. Instead, our next 
issue will be published January 3, 2012. Happy holidays! – Jack Peckham

Coal Demand to Grow / Source: IEA
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duction rate is 11,500 cubic meters per hour. Average water 
consumption is 0.58 liters per kilogram of coal.

“Linc Energy also runs a plant in Uzbekistan. The Yerosti-
gaz facility produces 1 million cubic meters/day of syngas 
for nearby power station operations.

“There are pilot-scale operations in Australia by Carbon 
Energy at Bloodwood Creek and Linc Energy at Chinchilla.

“Other UCG projects are in China at the Gonggou mine, 
Wulanchabu city, Inner Mongolia and in Canada (Alberta) at 
Swan Hills, at a depth of 1,400 meters.

“Other countries exploring or in the process of building 
pilot-scale plants include Hungary, Pakistan, New Zealand 
and the United States.

“Over-all, the negative impacts of UCG are perceived as 
low, given that the main product is a syngas with any by-
products either left in the ground or removed by conventional 
processes and potentially re-injected back into the coal seam.

“The main issues that need to be resolved are: imperfect 
understanding of the technology among regulatory bodies, 
concerns about polluting aquifers and surface subsidence.

“Such concerns have led to suspension of a project by 
Cougar Energy in Australia. Further advances in reaction 
control and product treatment are needed.”

Another issue is that UCG is promoted by different com-
panies or groups with different technology approaches and 
each company or group “regards their experience as propri-
etary and do not share knowledge,” according to the report.

Conventional CTL Outlook Cloudy
As for the outlook for conventional, above-ground coal-to-
liquids (CTL) for the next five years, IEA’s report concludes 
that “it is unlikely that CTL processes will be used in the 
long-term, unless there is substantial government support 
and the CO2 produced can be effectively captured and stored.

“The environmental benefits arising from the production 
of cleaner fuels are significant, but governments are unlikely 
to require their use. CTL is likely to remain a niche activity 
over the outlook period [to 2016].

“For CTL to be financially viable, not only does the cost 
of [crude] oil have to be high, but water and low-cost coal 
resources must be readily available. CTL may therefore only 
be suitable in countries such as Australia, China, the United 
States, Russia and South Africa,” according to the report.

“There are several important constraints to large-scale de-
velopment. For example, the United States consumes about 
12 million barrels per day of transport fuels. It is estimated 
that to replace just 10% of this would require more than 
US$70 billion in capital investment. It would also require 
about 250 million tons per annum of addition coal produc-
tion, representing a 25% increase.

“In China, too, there may be resource constraints. 
Large-scale adoption of CTL could increase coal use in 
China by 300 million tons by 2020, a 10% increase on 
today’s production.” – Jack Peckham 

REGULATION & LEGISLATION

UN Punts to IMO on Ship Bunker Fuel Tax Schemes
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) “Conference of the Parties-17” (COP-
17) meeting in Durban, South Africa, concluded December 
11 with a whimper rather than a bang as a proposed scheme 
to tax ship bunker fuels (as part of a proposed “Green Cli-
mate Fund” scheme) got kicked-back to the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) for further action.

A tax scheme for ship bunkers – designed to incentivize 
greater fuel efficiency and less “carbon intensive” fuels – 
didn’t get anywhere at the COP-17 meeting.

“As anticipated, the Conference of the Parties to the UN-
FCCC, serving also as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto 
Protocol, focused more on rallying political will for action 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (in particular, the issue 
of the second commitment period for emission reductions 
under the Kyoto Protocol and the establishment and making 

operational of the Green Climate Fund, as decided under the 
Cancún Agreements of 2010), rather than on pushing ahead 
with the preparation and adoption of a legally binding instru-
ment to that effect,” IMO noted in a press statement at the 
conclusion of the Durban talks.

“As far as sectoral approaches are concerned, including 
international maritime transportation, the Conference noted 
the progress made by IMO in adopting, in July 2011, regula-
tions on energy efficiency for ships under Marpol Annex-6, 
as part of its three-pillar work plan to limit or reduce the 
emission of greenhouse gases from international shipping, as 
well as the Organization’s continuing work on market-based 
measures [to incentivize greater fuel efficiency and lower 
carbon dioxide emissions].

“Although the question of what action needed to be taken 
on sectoral approaches was discussed at length, there was no 
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suggestion that the reduction or limitation of greenhouse gas 
emissions from international shipping should not continue 
to be for IMO to consider and act upon. Indeed, IMO was 
invited to continue informing future Conferences and their 
subsidiary bodies of the Organization’s further progress on 
this issue.”

IMO Secretary-General Efthimios Mitropoulos added that 
“although the Durban Conference did not make specific de-
cisions on the international transport sector, the progress thus 
far made by IMO has been widely acknowledged throughout 
the negotiating bodies of the UNFCCC process. In the mean-
time, the status quo of the Kyoto Protocol concerning the 
pursuance, through IMO, of efforts to reduce or limit GHG 
emissions from international shipping remains unaltered.

“Against this background, IMO should continue, through 
next year’s two sessions of the Marine Environment Pro-
tection Committee, its work to progress its debate on 
market-based measures so that it can, through meaningful 
and inclusive negotiations, bring its action plan on climate 
change to a completion in a reasonably short time. 

“Such an outcome will enable the Organization to pres-
ent further tangible results to next year’s UN Conference 
on Climate Change, scheduled to reconvene in Qatar in 
December 2012, thus demonstrating its Members’ and the 
shipping industry’s continued commitment and determina-
tion to add IMO’s contribution to the world efforts to com-
bat climate change.”

Shipowners Association: Mixed Results
Commenting on the COP-17 conference results, Maria Bruun 
Skipper, consultant to the Danish Shipowners Association 
(DSA), said: “We feared that shipping – due to fundamental 
political disagreements between the developed and developing 

countries – would disappear from the agenda, only to be left 
as a potential source of funding for the Green Climate Fund. 

“In that event, shipping would have had to contribute fi-
nancially without a proper linkage to CO2-reduction. Such 
a solution would have been disastrous, given that the Eu-
ropean Commission is preparing a legislative proposal on 
CO2-reduction for shipping.” 

Jan Fritz Hansen, DSA vice president, added that the 
global shipping sector “would then have faced a double bur-
den, i.e., both financial contributions and actual CO2-reduc-
tions.The industry is ready to contribute its fair share towards 
reducing the global CO2-emissions, but it must happen in a 
meaningful way – and shipping should not be seen just as a 
cash cow for the Green Climate Fund.”

At COP-17, countries agreed upon a plan for the Green 
Climate Fund’s secretarial setup, but didn’t adopt any spe-
cific taxing scheme. 

The idea behind the Green Climate Fund is that the “de-
veloped” countries would jointly mobilize US$100 billion a 
year by 2020 from both private and public sectors to “address 
climate adaption activities and development of green energy 
in the least-developed countries,” as DSA described it. 

“The crucial questions, one of which is where the money 
should come from, were left open for further discussions,” 
DSA noted. “In this context, the International Chamber of 
Shipping (ICS) has announced that a portion of the proceeds 
from a fuel levy – the latter being the Danish proposal for a 
market based measure currently under discussion in IMO – 
could be allocated to the Green Climate Fund. 

“The DSA supports this idea, as it could turn out to be a 
propellant in the difficult negotiations in the IMO,” accord-
ing to the group. – Jack Peckham 

Electric, Gas Utilities, Non-Food Biofuels Makers Praise ‘Low Carbon Fuel Standard’
A coalition of California electric and gas utilities along 
with various non-food-based biofuel developers on Decem-
ber 14 unveiled a mass-media advertisement praising the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) “low carbon fuel 
standard” (LCFS).

The LCFS incentivizes broader adoption of electric cars, 
advanced biofuels, and compressed natural gas (CNG) or liq-
uefied natural gas (LNG) vehicles.

Notably absent from the coalition and ad sponsorship 
are producers of conventional corn-ethanol and soybean-
biodiesel producers, who have criticized CARB’s LCFS 
rule principally because of its inclusion of indirect land-use 
change effects that penalize life-cycle carbon emissions of 
conventional crop-based biofuels.

“The Low Carbon Fuel Standard requires transportation 
fuels to be 10% lower in ‘carbon intensity’ by 2020 – by 
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replacing more petroleum fuel with clean electricity, natural 
gas and renewable fuels,” according to a joint press state-
ment from the utilities and the advanced biofuel and alt-fuel-
vehicle lobbies.

“The signers of the ad believe the Low Carbon Fuel Stan-
dard will stimulate investments in the state’s clean fuels in-
dustry, attract clean energy jobs to California, reduce our 
reliance on oil, and improve stability of fuel prices.”

According to the ad, “transitioning to lower carbon fuels 
such as clean electricity, renewable fuels and natural gas 
spurs innovation in a domestic clean fuels industry; enhances 
energy independence so we’re less reliant on oil; makes us 
less vulnerable to price swings at the pump; strengthens the 
economy and supports thousands of California jobs.”

Petroleum Minister: India Aims to Subsidize Diesel Only for the Poor
India’s minister of state for petroleum and natural gas R.P.N. 
Singh announced December 12 that any scheme for decon-
trolling diesel fuel and liquefied petroleum gas must include 
a provision for subsidizing relatively poor consumers.

According to a report from Indo-Asian News Service, 
Singh stated that “we as policy makers and politicians have 
to mediate between the social, economic and environmental 
attributes of energy. We have to move cautiously to ensure 
that our decisions are equitable and lead to balanced growth.”

While India’s government last year decontrolled gasoline 
prices, “it continues to dictate retail rates of diesel, cooking 
gas (LPG) sold to households and kerosene sold through the 
public distribution system (PDS),” the report noted.

This has resulted in huge losses for India’s state-owned 
refiner-marketers..

“We import about 75% of our crude requirement from 
overseas,” Singh was quoted as saying. “The government 
therefore has the huge responsibility of protecting not only 
consumers but also our major oil and gas companies.

“While certain subsidies may be necessary in view of the 
larger social objectives, they need to be administered directly 
to specific targeted end-users and provided in a transparent 
way through clear budgetary mechanism,” he added.

Subsidy Impact Worsening: Oil Ministry
Meanwhile, the recent depreciation of the Rupee against the 
U.S. dollar is aggravating an already staggering government 
subsidy burden on diesel, kerosene and LPG purchases, ac-
cording to India’s Oil Secretary G. C. Chaturvedi.

Quoted in the December 13 edition of Economic Times 
(India), Chaturvedi said that a whopping Rs 50,000 crore 
(US$9.3 billion) has been added to the annual subsidy cost 
for diesel, kerosene and LPG because of Rupee depreciation 
this year.

India’s state-owned refiner-retailers “are projected to lose 
a record Rs 137,605 crore [US$25 billion] this fiscal year on 
selling diesel, domestic LPG and kerosene at government 
controlled rates, which are way below the cost,” according 
to the report. 

Direct government subsidies, “oil bonds” and payments 
from state-owned oil and gas producers only partly compen-
sate for the huge losses.

“The government has to look at means of meeting this 
deficit,” Chaturvedi warned.

T. Boone Pickens CNG/LNG Bill Going Nowhere in U.S. Congress
A bill in the U.S. Congress backed by Texas billionaire and 
natural gas seller T. Boone Pickens that would grab billions 
of U.S. taxpayer dollars to subsidize the replacement of die-
sel trucking with compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) trucks and CNG/LNG refueling stations 
once again has run out of gas on Capitol Hill

As noted in a December 11 report from Politico news ser-
vice (Washington, D.C.) the Pickens-backed “NatGasAct” 
bill is “on ice,” along with many other energy-scheme bills.

In Congress, “lawmakers have failed to pass measures re-
sponding to last year’s Gulf of Mexico oil spill — the worst 
such disaster in U.S. history — or to act on mine safety leg-
islation despite the April 2010 explosion that killed 29 coal 
miners in West Virginia,” the report noted.

“Also still on ice: GOP-backed proposals to slap down 
[U.S. President Barack] Obama administration energy and en-
vironmental policies, a T. Boone Pickens-backed plan to boost 
natural gas vehicles and more than a dozen bipartisan bills on 
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issues like hydropower, nuclear energy, and oil and gas re-
serve inventories, which have cleared a key Senate committee.

“Blame goes in every direction for the paralysis, which 
contrasts with a spate of energy legislation enacted during 
the latter years of the George W. Bush administration. But 
nobody seems able to find a way out.

“House Republicans say Senate Democrats haven’t al-
lowed votes on their bills aimed at reining in agencies such 
as the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]. Democrats 
counter that the GOP game plan is more ideological postur-
ing than compromise.”

The U.S. Congress “impasse” on energy policy “has given 
the whip hand to the Obama administration, which has taken 
the lead in rolling out new offshore drilling oversight regula-
tions, higher fuel efficiency standards and EPA rules cover-
ing issues including greenhouse gases, utilities and industrial 
manufacturers – along with other moves that have brought 
mockery from Republicans.

“Congressional leaders started out the year promising big 
things. And they delivered, at least in generating partisan 
talking points,” according to the report.

“The lack of floor action isn’t due to a lack of ideas. Dem-
ocrats never introduced a bill on Obama’s biggest energy-
themed proposal from this year’s State of the Union, which 
called for 80% of the nation’s electricity to come from ‘clean-
energy’ sources by 2035. Also sitting on the shelf are 15 nar-
rowly tailored energy bills that passed with bipartisan support 
from the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee.”

“It’s kind of like a legislative portrait gallery,” the report 
quoted former Sen. Byron Dorgan (D-North Dakota) as say-
ing of the Energy Committee’s fanciful works. “It’s more 
exhibit than anything else. They look good, but they’re not 
leaving the building.”

Virgin, Air New Zealand, Licella, Australian Government Team-up on Biojet Fuel R&D
The Australia Minister for Resources and Energy announced 
December 14 the opening of Licella’s new research and de-
velopment (R&D) center focusing on bio-crude production 
for subsequent conversion into all-hydrocarbon kero-jet, die-
sel or gasoline fuels.

Virgin Australia simultaneously announced a memo of 
understanding with Licella to explore for the bio-based jet 
fuel scheme. Air New Zealand also is participating in the 
development.

“Under the MoU, Virgin Australia and Licella will ex-
plore the potential of the Licella technology to produce avi-
ation fuel, with the aim of supporting its certification and 
reaching a commercial off-take agreement,” according to the 
Energy Ministry.

“Licella, a wholly owned subsidiary of Ignite Energy, has 
been supported through an A$2.3 million [US$2.28 million] 
grant from the Australian government’s ‘Second Generation 
Biofuels Research and Development (Gen 2)’” program, ac-
cording to the Energy Ministry announcement.

“Licella’s catalytic hydrothermal reactor works by con-
verting woody materials and other bio-mass into liquid bio-
crude oil. Licella will begin trials of the technology early 
next year.”

TRU Energy, Norske Skog Deals
On a parallel front, Licella and its parent company Ignite  
Energy “have entered into agreements with joint venture part-
ners TRU Energy and Norske Skog and a memorandum of un-
derstanding with Virgin Australia,” according to the Ministry.

“The agreement reached between TRU Energy and Ignite 
Energy is to locate a commercial demonstration plant at Yal-
lourn Power Station, in the Latrobe Valley, scheduled for 
mid 2012.

“Trials of the technology will assess its potential to add 
significant value to Victoria’s brown coal resource by pro-
ducing quality liquid fuels and solid coal products, while also 
testing its capacity to significantly reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from burning brown coal,” Energy Minister Mar-
tin Ferguson said. “The prospect of this venture demonstrates 
the opportunities that may be available to utilize the Latrobe 
Valley’s brown coal resource in a way that reduces green-
house gas emissions and could provide much needed jobs to 
the local community.”

‘Licella Fibre Fuels’ Deal
Yet another Licella agreement announced December 14 by 
Minister Ferguson with involve Norske Skog Australasia in 

TECHNOLOGY
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the formation of a new joint venture company called Licella 
Fibre Fuels.

“This new joint venture company will hold the exclu-
sive global license to Licella’s catalytic hydrothermal reac-
tor technology to transform multiple biomass feedstocks, 
including forestry residues, agricultural waste and energy 
crops into bio-crude oil,” Ferguson said.

In addition to the activities in Australia, “Licella and  
Norske Skog have also been working closely with New Zea-
land Trade and Enterprise and Air New Zealand for opportu-
nities for the technology in New Zealand,” he added.

DISTILLATE MARKETS

CEO Interview: Continental Refining Buys Somerset, Ky., Refinery; Market Niches Seen
Continental Refining’s CEO Demetrios Haseotes – the 
43-year-old grandson of the pioneering Haseotes family that 
founded big U.S. gasoline-convenience store chain Cumber-
land Farms-Gulf, and whose father once owned the Come-
By-Chance refinery in Newfoundland, Canada – announced 
December 14 that he just bought the mothballed, 5,500 bar-
rels/day Somerset Oil crude refinery in Kentucky.

The Somerset refinery “will be operational by early sum-
mer 2012, increasing productivity from the current ‘warm 
idle’ status to 61% of capacity by the end of 2012 and 100% 
by mid 2013,” according to a Continental press release.

“The replacement cost of the facility is US$60 million,” ac-
cording to the company, but Haseotes isn’t revealing what he 
paid for the plant. The Somerset operation will be completely 
separate from the Cumberland Farms-Gulf operation, although 
Haseotes remains a shareholder in Cumberland Farms.

Initially, the plant mainly will target off-road diesel and 
commercial and industrial customers including utilities, 
railroads, shipyards and warehouse industries, according to  
the company. 

Bunker Fuel Niche
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) small-
refiner exemption on diesel desulfurization – currently ap-
plicable to the Somerset refinery – soon will-run out, so 
Continental will install desulfurization capacity to ensure 
the plant can meet EPA’s 15 parts per million (ppm) ultra-
low sulfur diesel (ULSD) specs for highway and non-road 
diesel fuels, Haseotes told Diesel Fuel News in an exclusive 
December 15 interview.

However, there could be a niche opportunity for Somer-
set to supply a 0.1% sulfur residual bunker fuel required in 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) “emission con-
trol areas” (ECAs) in the U.S. and Canada starting in 2015,  
he said

Because the Somerset plant is configured for sweet crude, 
it could produce a residual bunker fuel meeting IMO’s 2015 
limits without any hydrotreating required, he said. 

The plant also might benefit from the emerging Utica 
shale-hydrocarbon play in nearby Ohio, which so far is yield-
ing more hydrocarbon liquids than natural gas. That could 
make nearby crude supplies for Somerset even more com-
petitive in future, he suggested.

While the Somerset refinery is several hundred miles from 
the U.S. East Coast and Gulf Coast ocean ship bunker mar-
kets, it might become economic to ship the low-sulfur bunker 
fuel either by rail or barge to those “ECA” coastal markets, 
he explained.

“Normally it’s considered a disadvantage for refineries 
running sweet crude,” given the typically steep price dis-
counts on heavy and sour crudes versus sweet crude, he said. 
“But we can make premium gasoil and premium No. 6 oil,” 
potentially enabling profitable sales of low-sulfur bunker 
fuel -- “not by design, but by default,” Haseotes told us.

Eventually, if marine diesel oil (MDO) or marine gasoil 
(MGO) prices spike because of IMO “ECA” rules, it may be 
that more ships install emissions scrubbers in order to take 
advantage of a steep discount on heavy fuel oil (HFO) over 
MGO or MDO, he pointed out.

What’s more, ship owners also could gradually replace 
their older ships running on HFO with new ships running on 
liquefied natural gas (LGN), he added. In both cases – big 
moves toward scrubbing or LNG – the advantage for low-
sulfur resid eventually would diminish, he conceded.

However, there is likely to be an interim “tail period” 
where niche refiners such as Somerset could profitably sell 
low-sulfur resid for ECA markets, at least for a certain num-
ber of years, he explained. 

“I’m trying to put us in the premium resid [bunker fuel] 
market while others may have to blend-down to 0.1%,” he 
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said, although blending-down with middle distillates has its 
limits because of viscosity specifications on bunker fuels. 
However, a question remains about “whether we get it to the 
bunker market at an affordable transport cost to the coasts,” 
he cautioned.

Kentucky-Tennessee Crude Supplies
Continental Refining “aims to become a regional refin-
ing leader to small and medium sized crude oil producers  
in Kentucky and Tennessee,” according to the company 
press release.

Besides diesel and heating oil, the refinery also would 
produce regular gasoline and residual fuel oil, according to 
the company.

Continental Refining plans to offer “ultra low sulfur gaso-
line” blended with 10% ethanol, in 89-, 91- and 93-octane 
grades, as well as “low sulfur diesel fuel (less than 500-ppm 
sulfur), non-road, locomotive and marine (NRLM) diesel 
fuel, home heating oil, blendstock, ‘K1’ kerosene (ultra low 
sulfur), industrial and marine bunker fuel oils (less than 1% 
sulfur), No. 4 Oil and No. 6 Oil,” according to the company.

“We provide a dramatic decrease in [crude] transportation 
costs along with favorable crude rates and faster payments to 
producers. At the same time we are keeping and adding 40 
jobs in Somerset plus spending $10 million in [refinery] up-
grades over the next three years,” according to the company.

– Jack Peckham 

Market Report: U.S. Distillate Exports Top 1 Million Barrels/Day
The latest U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
survey shows that U.S. refiner exports of middle distillates 
are now topping 1 million barrels/day (see chart) – a land-
mark event in what has become a growing trend of surging 
U.S. distillate exports, especially the relatively high-value 
ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) grade.

National Petrochemical & Refiners Association is brag-
ging that the surging U.S. petroleum product exports help 
reduce the U.S. balance-of-trade deficit and help keep more 
relatively high-paying energy-sector jobs at home.

Meanwhile, ULSD spot and futures prices in major mar-
kets fell last week as relatively mild winter weather in the 
U.S. and Europe undercut demand for heating oil (gasoil), 
and because middle distillate supplies seemed ample.

New York spot ULSD fell to US$2.84/gallon (/gal) late 
Friday, down $0.08 from the week prior, while NYMEX 
January ULSD futures fell to just under $2.80, down $0.09 
from the week prior.

Chicago ULSD continued its steep retreat thanks to the 
termination of fall harvest demand in the U.S. Midwest, to 
$2.67, down $0.10/gal from the week prior, while Los An-
geles spot ULSD continued its downward plunge, to $2.81, 
off by $0.15 from the week prior.

In Europe, Rotterdam spot ULSD fell to $2.90, down 
nearly $0.12/gal from the week prior, while January gasoil 
futures at ICE in London fell to $2.85, down $0.12 from the 
week prior.

Singapore spot 0.5% sulfur gasoil also retreated, to $2.85, 
off $0.12/gal, while Japan ULSD spots fell to $2.90, down 
nearly $0.12 from the week prior.

In China, a report from Capital Vue cited retail diesel sup-
ply shortages as refiner-marketers are expecting an upward 
price adjustment from the government. 

“The supply shortages of diesel in east, central, south and 
south-west China are expected to worsen on expectations of 
a possible hike in retail prices, supply limitations imposed 
by wholesalers, and transportation problems,” according to 
that report. “A huge number of private [retail fuel] stations in 
Changsha, Hunan province, have run out of supplies.

“Shen Tao, an analyst at Chem365.net, said a majority of 
the wholesalers had started to reduce supplies as they had 
completed their annual sales targets and are now accumulating 
stock for the upcoming Spring Festival transportation period.

“According to Shen, most of the private gas stations 
mainly procure diesel from local refineries in Shandong 
province,” which are pricing diesel at wholesale higher than 
diesel prices at retail, according to the report.

Ceridian-PCI Index Rises
In the U.S. market, the latest, diesel-oriented Ceridian-
UCLA Pulse of Commerce Index (PCI), issued December 
13, showed an index rise of 0.1% in November following a 
1.1% increase in October.

But over the past three months, compared to the prior three 
months, the PCI has declined at an annualized rate of 4.8%. 
On a year-over-year basis, the PCI grew 0.9% in November 
compared to the 1.3% year-over-year increase in October. 

“The continuing weakness in the PCI is out-of-sync with 
real retail sales,” said Ed Leamer, chief economist for the 
PCI and director of the UCLA Anderson Forecast.
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“The year-over-year increase in real re-
tail sales through October was 3.6% com-
pared with an increase in the PCI of 1.3%. 
The disconnect between real retail sales and 
the PCI suggests that retailers have learned 
to better manage their inventory.”

U.S. ULSD Output, Stocks Dip
On another front, the latest EIA weekly dis-
tillate survey showed that U.S. refiner ULSD 
output and stocks both dipped (see chart).

As for current price trends, EIA’s latest 
fuel price survey showed that the average 
U.S. nationwide retail diesel fuel price last 
week fell for the third straight week, losing 
almost $0.04, to hit $3.89/gal.

The biggest decrease occurred in the U.S. 
Midwest, where diesel retail fell almost $0.06 below the prior 
week’s average. 

The U.S. Rocky Mountains and West Coast followed with 
average diesel retail prices declining more than $0.04 in both 
regions. The U.S. Gulf Coast had a diesel retail average de-

crease of more than $0.03/gal. The average retail diesel price 
on the East Coast was down about $0.02 on the week. 

– Jack Peckham 

U.S. Distillate Fuel Oil (Diesel) Production, Stocks, Imports, Downgrades

Production (x 1,000 barrels/day) 11/4/2011 11/11/2011 11/18/2011 11/25/2011 12/2/2011 12/9/2011

<=15-ppm sulfur ULSD 3,849 4,154 4,213 4,182 4,191 4,181

>15 to 500-ppm sulfur 217 222 189 227 213 222

>500-ppm sulfur 245 373 369 418 628 573

Stocks (x 1,000 barrels)

<=15-ppm sulfur ULSD 90,351 87,149 87,868 91,053 93,202 92,753

>15 to 500-ppm 8,812 9,104 8,498 9,012 9,870 9,913

>500-ppm 36,706 37,480 36,597 38,424 37,950 38,836

Imports (x 1,000 barrels/day)

<=15-ppm sulfur ULSD 74 57 77 143 119 43

>15 to 500-ppm sulfur 0 0 0 0 0 0

>500 to 2,000-ppm 28 25 59 7 43 75

Exports (x 1,000 barrels/day) 912 948 948 948 948 1,072

Source: U.S. EIA 

IEA: 8.7 Million b/d Crude Distillation Capacity Growth by 2016
The International Energy Agency’s (IEA) latest monthly Oil 
Market Report (released December 13) finds that “precari-
ous” economic indicators and relatively weak fourth-quarter 
2011 demand data (especially in Europe) mean that global 
crude oil demand growth projections for 2011 and 2012 must 
be trimmed. 

“Global oil demand is expected to average 89.0 million 
barrels/day (b/d) by 2011, a rise of 0.7 million b/d on 2010, 
before gaining a further 1.3 million b/d in 2012, to reach 90.3 
million b/d,” according to IEA.

Meanwhile, the agency’s December 2011 update to its 
June 2011 medium-term demand projections shows global 
oil demand rising from 88.3 million b/d in 2010 to 95.0 mil-
lion b/d in 2016, or a growth rate of 1.1 million b/d per year 
on average. 

“A stronger global liquids supply outlook now sees up-
stream capacity attain 101.5 million b/d by 2016, average 
yearly growth of 1.3 million b/d, with the outlook for Iraq, 
Libya and the Americas stronger than in June” 2011, accord-
ing to IEA. 

“Meanwhile, global crude distillation capacity additions 
for 2010 to 2016 are trimmed by 0.9 million b/d, but remain 

a substantial 8.7 million b/d. Weaker demand prospects 
have also led to a slight scaling back of expected refining 
capacity growth.

“All of this net capacity growth derives from the non-
OECD [Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment countries], and notably Asia. With increasing 
quantities of the demand barrel being met from liquids 
sourced outside the refining system (biofuels, natural gas 
liquids), this suggests that competitive pressures on OECD 
European operators in particular will remain intense.”

Diesel Remains Key Driver
“Middle distillates, and diesel in particular, continue to drive 
demand growth in coming years, with significant increments 
in the transportation, industrial and, increasingly, the power 
generation sector,” according to IEA.

“Gasoil is the dominant global growth product, as prelim-
inary estimates for October show it to be the only strongly 
rising major product category. Not only is industrial gasoil 
demand maintaining a modest pace of growth globally, despite 
clear signs of an economic pullback (a factor that will increas-
ingly come into play over the next six months), but the con-
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tinued dieselization of the 
vehicle fleet remains over-
whelmingly supportive.”

“Among the middle dis-
tillates – heating oil, diesel, 
jet and kerosene – diesel is 
the one that accounts for 
most of the recent distil-
lates draw in the OECD re-
gion. Continuation of firm 
demand and shortfalls in 
supply have gradually tight-
ened diesel fundamentals. 
Despite the slowdown in 
the global economy, diesel 
demand has kept growing 
this year. 

“Diesel demand rose by 
2.6% in the first nine months 
of this year and by an even 
stronger 2.8% in the third 
quarter, while demand for 
all other products fell. In the 
meantime, refiners have strug-
gled to supply enough diesel 
to meet growing demand.

“On the demand side, last year’s power sector boost for 
diesel use in China has been augmented in 2011 by, among 
other factors, incremental demand due to rapidly expanding 
shale oil development in North America. A sharp increase 
in drilling activity and haulage consumption to transport the 
oils boosted diesel demand.

“Indeed, OECD North American distillates stocks have 
looked particularly tight in recent months. A slowing global 
economy, and recovering upstream and refinery supplies 
should, ceteris paribus, ease some of the recent diesel tight-
ness in months to come. 

“However, over the longer term, diesel fundamentals 
seem likely to remain strong due to robust non-OECD trans-
port, industrial and power generation demand. Moreover, the 
non-OECD economies are generating 80% of the total global 
gasoil demand growth.”

By region, here are the oil-product demand trends spotted 
in the latest IEA survey:

North America: Oil product demand was declining at a 
slower pace of 1.1% year-on-year in October, following a 
2.7% decrease in September. 

“If maintained, the fragile October readings – which 
stemmed from LPG, motor gasoline and residual fuel oil de-
mand in the U.S. – would signal a notable slowdown through 
to the end of the year,” according to IEA.

“Diesel bucked the general trend, with a particularly strong 
11.9% gain seen in October amid supportive industrial indi-
cators in the U.S., though the strength partially stems from 
comparisons to an unseasonably low prior-year reading. 

“The economic outlook remains tenuous, with the re-
gional recovery plodding along, though thus far largely 
avoiding knock-on effects from the slowdown in Europe. All 
the while, outside of a late October snowstorm in the U.S. 
Northeast, autumn temperatures have remained mild,” hence 
suppressing demand for heating oil (gasoil).

Europe: “Teetering on the verge of recession, the deterio-
rating economic backdrop has filtered through into weaker 
oil product demand in Europe,” according to IEA.

October demand recorded a 3.2% year-on-year decline, 
to an average 14.4 million b/d – 340,000 b/d less than in the 
prior month.

“The bellwether industrial indicator products of naph-
tha and diesel saw downward revisions of 100,000 b/d and 

OCTOBER 
2011 

OECD Demand based on Adjusted Preliminary Submissions 
(million barrels per day / percent change per annum)

 Gasoline   Jet/Kerosene   Diesel   Other Gasoil  

 mmb/d  %pa mmb/d  %pa  mmb/d  %pa mmb/d  %pa

OECD N. America  10.12 -4.50 1.65 1.40 4.37 11.90 1.03 11.10

USA  8.56 5.10 1.45 0.70 3.76 13.10 0.54 20.20

Canada  0.73 -1.60 0.10 2.70 0.23 3.70 0.32 1.10

Mexico  0.76 -0.40 0.05 23.10 0.32 6.30 0.14 6.30

OECD Europe  2.09 -4.70 1.32 0.40 4.43 -1.30 1.83 -6.10

Germany  0.48 0.40 0.19 -6.00 0.70 -1.90 0.48 -3.10

UK  0.34 -5.70 0.34 0.90 0.43 -5.30 0.11 -3.00

France  0.17 -3.70 0.16 17.50 0.70 -1.60 0.31 0.00

Italy  0.20 -5.40 0.10 1.90 0.49 -1.30 0.13 -9.70

Spain  0.12 -6.20 0.12 1.10 0.45 -4.80 0.15 -24.20

OECD Pacific  1.51 -1.30 0.76 -1.00 1.15 5.70 0.50 -3.30

Japan  0.94 -1.50 0.44 3.80 0.42 4.70 0.38 -0.90

Korea  0.19 -1.40 0.17 -13.40 0.29 0.70 0.12 -10.50

Australia  0.33 0.00 0.12 2.80 0.39 11.30 0.00 0.00

OECD Total  13.71 -4.20 3.73 0.50 9.94 5.00 3.36 -1.00

OECD Demand – October, 2011 / Source: IEA
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90,000 b/d respectively for October,” ac-
cording to IEA.

“On a year-on-year basis, naphtha de-
mand fell by 8.0% in October, followed 
by residual fuel oil (-6.7%) and motor 
gasoline (-4.7%). All of the major Euro-
pean product categories bar LPG (+2.9%) 
and jet/kerosene (+0.4%) saw demand fall 
in October.”

OECD Pacific: Demand in October 
grew 5%, “augmented by the nuclear-re-
lated performance of Japan (as Japanese 
demand growth staged a dramatic 8.5% 
year-on-year gain in October),” accord-
ing to IEA.

“Ongoing Japanese nuclear closures following mid-
March’s tsunami/earthquake are stimulating demand from 
both the residual fuel oil (+49.6%) and ‘other products’ cate-
gories (+58.9% – largely through direct crude burn), as Japan 
uses fuel-fired power plants as an alternative to nuclear. 

“The LPG (+21.9%), diesel (+4.7%) and jet/kerosene 
(+3.8%) sectors posted significant gains in October, as Japa-
nese industrial output entered positive year-on-year territory 
for the first time in two months (up by 0.4% after falling by 
3.3% in September).”

Non-OECD: “Amid economic storm clouds, the voracious 
appetite of the non-OECD consumer has kept overall demand 
from falling into a declining trend,” according to IEA.

In October, non-OECD oil product demand rose by 2.1% 
year-on-year.

“Despite the darkening economic backdrop, October’s 
non-OECD demand estimate has endured only around a 
40,000 b/d curtailment on last month’s report, as economic 
prospects in the non-OECD remain relatively resilient thus 
far,” according to IEA. 

China: October demand rose by only 0.7% in October, as 
refinery runs were marginally higher than a year ago.

“China’s economy has continued to slow – November’s 
PMI [purchasing manager’s index] moving into contraction 
territory for the first time in almost three years – prompting 
the government to reverse its previous course of monetary 
tightening,” according to IEA.

“China still faces potential power shortages this winter, 
which may provide an upside boost to gasoil demand, though 
authorities recently raised industrial power and thermal coal 
prices in an effort to ease any electricity crunch. 

“All the while, oil product stocks, particularly gasoil, con-
tinued to draw in November (the fifth consecutive month), 
suggesting that underlying diesel consumption may be stron-
ger than our apparent demand calculation (which implicitly 
includes stock changes) indicates.”

India: Demand grew by 3.3% year-on-year, as “stronger 
growth in gasoil (+7.9%) and naphtha (+39.2%) outweighed 
heavy losses in residual fuel oil (-20.7%) and jet/kerosene 
(-4.0%),” according to IEA.

“Rapid growth in the diesel market was encouraged by 
several factors, chiefly its subsidy-supported price advantage 
over gasoline. Additional support arose as disruptions to coal 
supplies boosted diesel demand in the power sector.

“Downside risks to transport demand have emerged as 
vehicle sales have lingered since March’s peak, while the 
economic backdrop looks precarious.”

Brazil: Demand growth decelerated to 2.4% year-on-year 
in September (3.4% in August), as “strong gains in jet/kero-
sene (+11.4%), gasoil (+8.3%) and LPG (+2.0%) chipped 
away at losses in fuel oil (-13.5%) and gasoline (-0.8%),” 
according to IEA.

“Fuel oil is struggling as it suffered from displacement 
in the power sector, with heavy switching over to natural 
gas and hydro. Brazil’s economic health is starting to shows 
signs of fatigue, as industrial production collapsed in Octo-
ber (-2.2%) while persistent inflationary pressures weaken 
the central bank’s ability to reduce interest rates should con-
ditions deteriorate.” – Jack Peckham 

NON-OECD: DEMAND BY PRODUCT 
(Thousand Barrels Per Day) 

DEMAND ANNUAL CHG (kb/d) ANNUAL CHG (%)

AUG-11 SEP-11 OCT-11 SEP-11 OCT-11 SEP-11 OCT-11

LPG & Ethane 4,971 5,028 4,936 223 250 4.7 5.3

Naptha 2,479 2,492 2,634 -158 -2 -6.0 -0.1

Motor Gasoline 8,488 8,447 8,436 257 259 3.1 3.2

Jet Fuel & Kerosene 2,773 2,784 2,761 74 53 2.7 1.9

Gas / Diesel Oil 13,552 13,378 13,567 447 455 3.5 3.5

Residual Fuel Oil 5,486 5,416 5,455 -108 -57 -2.0 -1.0

Other Products 5,779 5,906 5,666 84 -46 1.4 -0.8

Total Products 43,528 43,451 43,456 820 911 1.9 2.1

Non-OECD Product Demand/Source: IEA
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Neste Oil to Produce Waste-Based Microbial Bio-Oil for Renewable Diesel Fuel
Neste Oil announced December 15 that it will build a pilot 
plant to produce waste-based microbial oil at its Porvoo, 
Finland, crude oil refinery. The bio-oil would be a “green” 
feedstock for Neste’s “NExBTL” all-hydrocarbon renewable 
diesel fuel.

“It will be the first pilot plant in Europe designed to pro-
duce microbial oil for use in manufacturing renewable fuel 
from waste-based raw materials,” according to Neste.

“The plant will be used to develop microbial oil produc-
tion processes and test various raw materials for producing 
microbial oil, such as straw and other agricultural residues, 
as well as industrial waste and residues. 

“The plant will support Neste Oil’s goal of using micro-
bial oil to produce ‘NExBTL’ renewable diesel in the future. 
The facility is due to be completed in the second half of 2012 
and represents an investment of approximately €8 million 
[US$10.4 million].”

Neste Oil’s research and technology vice-president Petri 
Lehmus added that “in strategic terms, this is a very impor-
tant decision for us, as the new pilot plant will enable us to 
progress to the next stage in our microbial oil development 
work. The decision very much supports Neste Oil’s strategy 
aimed at extending our raw material base.

“The next stages in our development work will concen-
trate on tuning the production process and enabling it to 
operate on an industrial scale. Commercial production of 
microbial oil is likely to be possible by 2015 at the earliest,” 
Lehmus added. 

The company “has already succeeded in producing ‘NEx-
BTL’ renewable diesel from microbial oil at laboratory 
scale,” according to Neste. “The new pilot plant is an im-
portant step on the way to scaling up the technology to com-
mercial capability.”

Neste Oil applied for patents covering its microbial-oil 
technology in fall 2010. “The technology enables to produce 
microbial oil from waste and residues with the help of fungi 
for use as a raw material for producing NExBTL diesel. 
These microbes break down waste and residues into sugars 
to grow and produce oil,” according to the company.

“As fungi do not require sunlight to grow, they can be 
grown virtually anywhere. Microbial oil production can be 
safely carried out in the bioreactors widely employed by to-
day’s brewers and biotechnology companies.”

Neste earlier carried out collaborative research on devel-
oping microbial oil technology with Aalto University School 
of Chemical Technology in Finland.

Hamworthy Touts World’s 1st ‘Commercial’ Marine Diesel Emissions Scrubbing Installations
United Kingdom-based Hamworthy Krystallon announced 
December 12 what it described as the world’s first “com-
mercial” installation of its marine diesel seawater emissions 
scrubbing system on the first of four ships owned by Italy-
based Ignazio Messina & Co.

Marine emissions scrubbing enables continued use of rel-
atively cheap heavy fuel oil (HFO) rather than the alternative 
of switching to 0.1% sulfur marine gasoil (MGO) or marine 
diesel oil (MDO) to comply with International Maritime Or-
ganization (IMO) Marpol Annex-6 “emission control area” 
(ECA) limits. 

Some experts such as Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems As-
sociation project that ship-owners will save many millions 
of dollars with scrubbing, as opposed to switching to more 
costly marine distillate fuels for ECA compliance.

“Linea Messina is the first ever vessel to operate commer-
cially with a scrubber system, enabling Ignazio Messina to 
meet 0.1% sulfur emissions regulations in European Union 
ports, as well as ‘future-proofing’ the vessel for the impending 

2015 [0.1% bunker-fuel sulfur mandate in] ECAs,”  
according to Hamworthy. 

“This is a landmark moment, not just for Hamworthy 
Krystallon, but the entire shipping industry,” said Sigurd 
Jenssen, managing director, Hamworthy Krystallon. “Bring-
ing Linea Messina on-line highlights the validity of scrub-
bing technology as a viable and cost-effective solution to 
meet the stringent sulfur emissions regulations that are serv-
ing to transform the shipping industry. “

By 2015, ship owners and operators operating in ECAs 
“will have a simple choice – either pay the US$300 to $400 
price differential for costly distillate fuel or install a scrub-
ber, which typically has a payback of less than two years. 
Messina has shown what the smart choice is,” Jenssen said. 

Ignazio Messina placed the order for seawater scrubbers 
in 2010, to be installed on four new 45,000 deadweight-tons 
Ro-Ro (roll-on, roll-off container) vessels. 

“Each ship features five scrubbers, consisting of four units 
for the auxiliary engines (each 2 megawatts) and one unit 
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for the auxiliary boiler (2.5 tons steam per hour),” according  
to Hamworthy.

“All the scrubbers will be housed within the ship funnel 
casings. Equipment will also include a control system, com-
bined wash-water treatment plant and a new range of super 
duplex stainless steel pumps supplied by Hamworthy’s Sin-
gapore plant. All emissions will be continuously monitored.” 

According to the company, Det Norske Veritas (DNV) ap-
proved the installation during testing in October 2011, while 
the vessel also achieved Italy-based RINA classification cer-
tification.

“All vessels [with the scrubbers]are the first of their 
type to gain RINA’s ‘Green Plus’ notation,” according to  

Hamworthy. “Additionally the system is MED [Europe’s 
marine equipment directive] certified. Linea Messina will 
operate along the African coast as well as in Italian waters.” 

Enrico Allieri, Ignazio Messina’s ship new -buildings 
program technical director, added that “we can now comply 
with the 0.1% sulfur regulation in EU ports, while burning 
residual fuel oil, and we are now prepared for the 2015 regu-
lation, which will have a significant impact on the industry. 
What has been clear is that preparation is key as the solutions 
take time to install and test. But we are now ready and have 
a competitive advantage in looking to seize the opportunities 
that change will inevitably bring.”

Kero-Jet Fuel Desulfurization Won’t Aggravate Global Warming: Yale Study
Desulfurizing kero-jet fuel to the same 15 parts per million 
(ppm) sulfur limit of ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuel 
won’t cause a net increase in “global warming” when such 
fuel is combusted by jet planes, according to a new study 
announced December 14 by Yale University.

The study, first published in Geophysical Research Let-
ters, points out that sulfate particles resulting from jet fuel 
combustion help reflect sunlight in the atmosphere – a 
global-cooling effect. Desulfurization thus would reduce the 
cooling effect, by reducing the amount of sulfate particles.

However, “when sulfur is removed from the fuel, warm-
ing occurs, but it’s offset by the cooling effect of nitrate that 
forms from nitrogen oxides in jet exhaust,” according to a 
Yale summary of the study. “The result is that desulfuriza-
tion of jet fuel has a small, net cooling effect.”

Kero-jet is a common diesel blendstock, especially in 
colder winter-time regions, to improve diesel cold-flow. 
Kero-jet can completely substitute for diesel fuel without 
engine modifications. 

So, the possibility of having an ultra-low-sulfur kero-jet 
and ULSD meet the same U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 15-ppm sulfur limits potentially could help make 
kero-jet a broadly more fungible fuel for blending and/or 
substituting for various diesel applications. It also could help 
cut particulate emissions from jet aircraft.

The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) “is in-
terested in desulfurized jet fuel for its potential to improve 
air quality around airports,” the Yale summary of the study 
noted. Rationale: “Aircraft exhaust particles lodge in the 
lungs and cause respiratory and cardiovascular illness.”

The Yale summary also noted that “in 2006, there were 
more than 31 million flights across the globe, according to 
an FAA emissions inventory.”

Yale study leader Nadine Unger explained that jet-fuel 
desulfurization not only would reduce particulate emis-
sions, but also would avoid simultaneously aggravating  
global warming.

“It’s a win-win situation, because the sulfate can be taken 
out of the fuel to improve air quality around airports and, at 
the same time, it’s not going to have a detrimental impact on 
global warming,” Unger said.

According to the Yale summary of the study, “Unger used 
a global-scale model that assessed the impact of reducing the 
amount of sulfur in jet fuel from 600 milligrams per kilogram 
of fuel to 15 milligrams per kilogram, which is the level tar-
geted by the U.S. Department of Transportation [FAA].

“The study also simulated the full impacts of aviation 
emissions, such as ozone, methane, carbon dioxide, sul-
fate and contrails – those ribbons of clouds that appear in 
the wake of a jet –whereas previous studies examined each 
chemical effect only in isolation.”

“In this study we tried to put everything together so that 
we account for interactions between those different chemical 
effects,” said Unger. “We find that only a third of the climate 
impact from aviation can be attributed to carbon dioxide.”

Unger also ran a simulation of aviation emissions at the 
Earth’s surface and found that the climate impact is four 
times greater because the emissions occur at altitude in the 
upper atmosphere, according to Yale.

“The chemical production of ozone is greater in the upper 
troposphere and its radiative efficiency is greater,” she said. 
“It’s a stronger greenhouse gas when it’s higher up in the 
troposphere, which is exactly where aviation is making it.”
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Maersk Launches Testing of Ship Fueled by Algae-Based Distillate Fuel
Denmark-based Maersk Line announced December 12 that in 
cooperation with the U.S. Navy it has launched the “Maersk 
Kalmar” ship running on algae-based biofuel on a voyage 
between Northern Europe and India.

The 300-meters-long container ship “has two key attri-
butes that make it a suitable vessel for biofuel testing: a dedi-
cated auxiliary test engine, which reduces the risks of testing, 
and its fuels system has a special biofuel blending equipment 
and separate tanks,” according to the company.

In March 2011, U.S. Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus 
visited Maersk headquarters in Copenhagen to learn about 
the company’s plan for energy conservation across its fleet 
of more than 1,300 vessels. Maersk ships run mostly on 
heavy fuel oil (HFO) as well as marine diesel oil (MDO) or 
marine gasoil (MGO). 

“These programs fit well with the Navy’s interests in in-
creasing fuel efficiency and reducing emissions,” according 
to Maersk. “The biofuels test is the first collaboration be-
tween Maersk and the U.S. Navy’s Naval Sea Systems Com-
mand (NAVSEA). 

“During its month-long, 6,500 nautical mile voyage from 
Bremerhaven, Germany, to Pipavav, India, the ship will use 
30 tons of biofuel. Engineers and crew onboard are testing 
blends ranging from 7% to 100%. 

“The team is also analyzing emissions data on NOx [ni-
trogen oxides], SOx [sulfur oxides], CO2 [carbon dioxide] 
and particulate matter from the fuel use, along with effects 
on power efficiency and engine wear-and-tear. Tests are 
scheduled to conclude in early December with an analysis of 
results following soon thereafter,” according to the company.

Asked for more details about the tests, Maersk’s climate 
and environment director Jacob Sterling told Diesel Fuel 
News the following:

Diesel Fuel News: What is the quality of biofuel used? 
Does it meet (for example) U.S. Navy F-76 specifications 
for naval distillate fuel – that is, similar to marine diesel oil 
(MDO) or marine gasoil (MGO)? Or is it more like highway 
diesel fuel (EN-590 in Europe)?

Sterling: The algae-based biofuel (Soladiesel) is produced 
by the San Francisco-based company Solazyme. It is a pure 
hydrocarbon, very similar to MGO (Marine Gas Oil). The 
fuel has very low lubricity and therefore a lubricity improver 

will be added to the fuel. [Note: For the U.S. Navy tests, the 
Solazyme bio-oil is converted to pure hydrocarbon distillate 
fuel via UOP hydroprocessing technology].

Normally, algae produce their own nutrients by using 
sunlight. The microalgae used to produce the Soladiesel 
are grown in the dark (in fermenters) by consuming sugars  
derived from plants. By using standard industrial fermen-
tation equipment, Solazyme is able to efficiently scale and 
accelerate microalgae’s natural oil production to make it  
interesting commercially.

The Soladiesel is a very high quality fuel and it is also 
quite expensive. It will not be viable to scale-up the appli-
cation of this type of fuel in container shipping in the fore-
seeable future. We find testing of the fuel interesting as it 
represents one of the pioneer technologies in the develop-
ment of biofuels.

Diesel Fuel News: How are you blending this fuel? That 
is, is the biofuel blended with MDO or MGO, or is it instead 
blended with heavy fuel oil (IFO or HFO)? 

Sterling: We will conduct a test of 30 cubic meters of 
Soladiesel on Maersk Kalmar. The test will be conducted 
under normal service conditions at sea (i.e. not during port 
stays) and we will test the biofuel in the following blends, 
blended with MGO: 7% biofuel; 20% biofuel; 50% biofuel; 
and 100% biofuel. These blends have been chosen because 
they are representative for possible future use.

Diesel Fuel News: Is this the same biofuel that the U.S. 
Navy is testing on some of its vessels?

Sterling: I believe so. 
Diesel Fuel News: Which engines on this ship are burning 

this fuel? Main propulsion engine or auxiliary power engines? 
Sterling: We are testing the algae-based biofuel on an 

auxiliary engine. 
Diesel Fuel News: Is there some notion of what would be 

the cost premium of such biofuel, if mass-produced, in some 
future year? 

Sterling: Today, the volumes of algae-based biofuels on 
the market do not allow for significant scale-up, and the price 
is also far too high. Whether this will change in the future is 
difficult to say at this point. With the test, we want to be at 
the forefront of development and testing of potential future 
fuels for shipping. – Jack Peckham 
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Distillate Watch
Key Distillate Prices ($/Gal)  

December 16, 2011
New York ULSD High Sulfur
Spot 2.840 2.790
Houston
Spot 2.770 2.740
Chicago
Spot 2.670 --
Los Angeles EPA ULSD CARB ULSD
Spot 2.810 2.81
Rotterdam 10 ppm 50 ppm
Spot 2.903 n/a
Singapore
Spot 2.854
Futures ULSD High Sulfur
NYMEX 2.797 2.815
ICE 2.848
US Retail 3.89 3.29

Pricing Sources: Dow-Jones, EIA, Hart Publications Source: EIA Oil Market Report

Topsoe Wins Euro-5 Diesel Hydrotreating Contract for Rosneft
Haldor Topsøe announced December 12 that it won a con-
tract for a diesel hydrotreating unit for the Russian Syzran 
Refinery owned by Rosneft, the largest Russian oil company. 

The Syzran Refinery is one of Rosneft’s seven refineries. 
“The new diesel hydrotreater is part of Rosneft’s mod-

ernization program, aiming at producing clean fuels in 
accordance with the Euro-5 [10 parts per million sulfur] 
specifications, which will be introduced in Russia by 2015,” 
according to Topsoe. 

“With this project we further strengthen our relationship 
with Rosneft,” said Jens Ole Madsen, Topsoe’s general man-
ager, refining technologies.

Rosneft has installed a Topsøe “HTCR” unit for hydrogen 
production at the Kuibyshev Refinery and several hydrotreat-
ing catalyst charges at refineries in Kuibyshev, Novokuiby-
shev and Syzran.

The new diesel hydrotreater at Syzran will process 2.5 
million tons per year feed into Euro-5 ultra-low sulfur diesel.

The contract includes the basic engineering design pack-
age, reactor design, “TK” catalysts and reactor internals, ac-
cording to Topsoe. 

TRANSPORT NEWS

‘World’s First’ LNG/Diesel Dual-Fuelled Inland Waterway Tanker Ship Launches
The “MT Argonon,” a 6,100 deadweight-tons chemical 
tanker, can now claim to be the world’s first tanker ship pro-
pelled by 80% liquefied natural gas (LNG) along with 20% 
diesel fuel.

As noted December 14 by Lloyd’s Register, which helped 
obtain the required legal registration, the new ship “her-
alds the start of a new era of cleaner shipping for Europe’s  
local waterways.”

Piet Mast, Lloyd’s Register’s marine business manager 
for Western Europe, commented that “the nature of inland 
waterways traffic, which passes through or close to major 

population centers, makes LNG an attractive way to reduce 
harmful local emissions. We had to look carefully at the risks 
and worked closely with the owner and the regulators to en-
sure that they understood, and were comfortable with, the 
technical solutions that were developed.”

A dual-fuel system on the ship is designed to burn an 
80/20 mixture of natural gas and diesel, which results in a 
reduction of sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
and particulate matter (PM) emissions, “as well as reducing 
the greenhouse gas emissions from tank to flue,” according  
to Lloyd’s.
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On-board the ship, the LNG is stored in a transport tank 
located on deck, supplied by Cryonorm Projects, based  
near Amsterdam.

Gerard Deen, owner of the ship – registered to Deen Ship-
ping subsidiary Argonon Shipping B.V. – added that “I think 
that the dual-fuel principle is a way to reduce the emissions 
in our sector. Lloyd’s Register was very pragmatic in their 
approach to finding solutions to convert seagoing regulations 
into inland shipping rules regarding dual fuel.”

Along with Lloyd’s Register, the Netherlands Shipping 
Inspectorate approved the vessel’s LNG system for operation 
in the Netherlands and the ship has taken on its first load of 
LNG bunker fuel.

“The next step is to secure the regulatory approvals from 
the Central Commission for Navigating on the Rhine and 
the UN-ECE ADN Safety Committee, to open the way for 
navigation beyond the Netherlands,” according to Lloyd’s.

The ship, built by Rotterdam’s Shipyard Trico B.V., is 
110 meters in length and propelled by two, dual-fuel Cater-
pillar “DF3512” engines, each providing 1.115 megawatts.

The ship has the capacity to transit from Rotterdam to 
Basel and back without bunkering, according to Lloyd’s.

“We are currently providing technical and regulatory guid-
ance for 20 confirmed or proposed inland waterway applica-
tions that intend to use LNG as fuel,” added Bas Joormann, 
West European area inland waterway product manager for 
Lloyd’s Register. 

“There is a lot of interest, and for good reason. Inland 
waterways, like ferries in emission-control areas, are very 
suitable for LNG. But the regulatory regime is different. 
We’re helping owners and governmental bodies to identify 
the risks and manage them to at least the level of safety pro-
vided by the existing fuel-management and combustion re-
quirements,” Joormann said.

Rush Expands Diesel Truck Dealerships to 70 Locations in 14 U.S. States
Texas-based truck and bus sales-and-service dealer Rush En-
terprises announced December 15 that it paid approximately 
US$25 million to acquire certain assets of West Texas Pe-
terbilt, a truck dealership group with five locations in Texas. 

The acquisition expands the company’s “Rush Truck Cen-
ter” commercial vehicle dealership network to 70 locations 
in 14 states. 

The West Texas Peterbilt deal includes dealerships in 
Amarillo, Lubbock and Odessa, Texas, plus a parts and ser-
vice facility in Dalhart, Texas, and a parts facility in Her-
eford, Texas.

These dealerships will operate in their current locations 
as Rush Truck Centers. Rush Truck Leasing will operate a 

PacLease truck rental and leasing franchise at its existing 
location in Lubbock, Texas.

Rush Enterprises said it had audited revenues of $1.5 bil-
lion for the year ending 2010, while West Texas Peterbilt 
had unaudited revenues of $49 million for the same period. 

Rush now owns and operates what it describes as “the 
largest network of commercial vehicle dealerships in the 
U.S., representing truck and bus manufacturers including 
Peterbilt, International, Hino, Isuzu, Ford, Mitsubishi, UD, 
IC Bus, Blue Bird and Elkhart.” 

The company’s vehicle centers are located in high traffic 
areas on or near major highways in 14 states throughout the 
Southern and Western United States. 

Volvo Puts Hefty €57,000 Price-Tag on ‘V60’ Diesel PHEV
Volvo announced December 13 that its “V60” diesel plug-in 
hybrid electric (PHEV) car will go on sale in Europe in 2012 
at a hefty retail price of €57,000 (US$75,187).

“The world’s first diesel plug-in hybrid is an electric car, 
hybrid car and muscle car all rolled into one,” according  
to Volvo.

“The V60 plug-in hybrid offers the driver three on-de-
mand possibilities: up to 50 kilometers on pure electricity 
with zero tailpipe emissions; super-efficient hybrid power 
with fuel consumption at 1.9 liters per 100 kilometers and 

CO2 [carbon dioxide] emissions at 49 grams per 100 kilome-
ters; and using the total of 285 horsepower to create a muscle 
car with acceleration from zero-to-100 kilometers per hour 
in 6.2 seconds.”

After the initial batch of 1,000 cars produced in 2012 for 
model year 2013, “production of the V60 plug-in hybrid will 
increase to between 4,000 and 6,000 cars as of model year 
2014,” according to Volvo.

“About 30% of total volume will go to Sweden and the 
other Nordic countries. Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, 
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France, the Netherlands and Britain will have a share of be-
tween 5% and 15% each. Volvo Car Corporation expects that 
80% of total sales will be company cars.”

Volvo and Swedish electricity supplier Vattenfall jointly 
financed the development of the “V60” PHEV project.

The front wheels are powered by the five-cylinder  
2.4-liter turbodiesel with 215 horsepower (hp) and maximum 
torque of 440 Newton-meters (Nm). The rear axle is powered 
by an electric motor producing 70 hp. 

The electric motor is supplied with power from a  
11.2 kilowatt-hour lithium-ion battery pack installed 
under the load compartment floor. The car has a six-speed 
automatic transmission.

The driver “selects the required driving mode via three 
buttons that give the car three entirely different tempera-
ments: Pure, Hybrid or Power,” according to Volvo.

“In ‘Pure’ mode, the car is powered solely by its electric 
motor with a range up to 50 kilometers. In ‘Hybrid,’ the die-
sel engine and electric motor cooperate to keep CO2 emis-
sions (New European Drive Cycle) down to 49 grams/km 
(1.9 liters of fuel/100 km). 

“The car has a total range of up to 1,000 km. In ‘Power’ 
mode, the technology is optimized to give the car a diesel 
and electric power output of 215+70 horsepower. Maximum 
torque is 440+200 Nm.

“The V60 plug-in hybrid is recharged from a regular 
power outlet (230 volt). A full charge with 10 amps takes 
4.5 hours. This is cut to 3.5 hours with 16 amps, while a 6 
amps charge takes 7.5 hours.”

Bogota Gives Volvo a Big Euro-4 Diesel Transit Bus Supply Deal
Volvo announced December 9 that it won a deal to supply 
688 diesel buses to Bogota, Colombia, for the capital city’s 
expanding “Transmilenio” bus rapid transit (BRT) system.

The buses are equipped with Euro-4 diesel engines 
equipped with oxidation catalysts. Bogota recently switched 
to Euro-4 (50 parts per million sulfur) diesel standards. Each 
bus is equipped with an oxidation catalyst for reduction of 
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions.

Some of the buses are articulated, employing 340-horse-
power diesel engines, while the standard, non-articulated 

buses will employ 240-horsepower diesel engines, Volvo 
press spokesman Newton Chagas told Diesel Fuel News.

The 688 new buses will serve the third phase expansion of 
Transmilenio in Bogotá. 

“This deal reaffirms Volvo’s position as main supplier of 
BRT solutions in Latin America, in particular as a function 
of the high transportation capacity of our chassis and their 
low operating costs,” said Luis Pimenta, president of Volvo 
Bus Latin America. 

Norway Ship Operator Launching ‘World’s Largest’ LNG-Fueled Ferry
Norway-based Fjord1 announced December 12 that it’s 
about to launch what it describes as the “world’s largest” 
ferry boat propelled by liquefied natural gas (LNG) power 
instead of the typical diesel fuel power.

“The new eco-friendly ferry, delivered by Fiskerstrand 
BLRT AS, will serve the Arsvågen-Mortavika route on the 
Boknafjord in Rogaland County, in addition to making sure 
the Halhjem-Sandvikvåg route in Hordaland County now 
gets a spare vessel,” according to Fjord1.

The Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) 
said that it ordered the new ferry because of a large increase 
in traffic in the area.

The new ferry was designed by Multi Maritime AS in 
Førde, Western Norway and has a total length of 129.9 me-

ters, a maximum width of 19.2 meters and a capacity of 242 
passenger cars or 22 heavy goods vehicles in combination 
with passenger cars, as well as 600 passengers including 
staff, according to Fjord1.

The ship, built according to Det Norske Veritas classifi-
cation standards, has a deadweight of approximately 1,350 
metric tonnes and boasts a registered tonnage of approxi-
mately 7,500. 

The ship has four azimuth thrusters run by a gas-electric 
system consisting of three large LNG gas motors and alter-
nators. The gas motors will give a service speed of approxi-
mately 20 knots, according to Fjord1.
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Statoil Inks Pioneering Deal for LNG Tugboats
Statoil announced December 9 that it signed a deal with Buk-
sér og Berging to buy two tugboats that will run on liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) rather than diesel fuel.

The tugs will service Statoil’s Kårstø gas-processing plant 
near Stavanger, Norway, on behalf of operator, Gassco.

“These are likely to be the first tugboats in the world 
to run purely on natural gas,” said Åge Opheim, head of 
the Kårstø plant. “Equipped with first-class oil protection 
equipment, these tugboats will contribute to safe and effi-
cient maneuvering of the around 600 ships calling at Kårstø  
every year.”

The contract, worth around NOK 900 million (US$152 
million), includes a charter of two escort tugboats on a full-
time basis and an option to charter a harbour tugboat, accord-
ing to Statoil. 

The harbour tugboat will be chosen from shipping com-
pany Buksér og Berging’s existing fleet of equivalent and 
relatively new vessels.

The Kårstø processing plant treats and transports gas and 
condensate (light oil) from Norwegian continental shelf gas 
fields. The Statpipe trunkline system carries gas from the 
North Sea to Kårstø.
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